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Arsrnacr

The Chddeville field ofgranitic pegmatites extends over ca.720O m along a SW-NE trend in the southeastern part of
the Saint-Sylvestre granite, northern Massif Central, France. The occurrence of lepidolite as the main lithium mileral, and the
geochemical characteristics of the pegmatites, enriched in Li, Rb, Cs, Ta, and Sn, point to an afFrliation with the rare-element
class, complex type, lepidolite subtype. VeinJike pegmatite bodies have a well-developed internal structure, with a coarse upper
zone, a fine-grained banded zone, an aplitic zone, and a lower layered zone with vertical wedge-shaped crystals offeldspar.
Flow banding is common, and a repetition of the zonation provides evidence of multiple batches of magma. Metasomatism at
the margins between units or of enclaves leads to the development of lepidolite-rich rocks. The geochemical characteristics of
associated aplites match those ofother occurrences ofrare-metal granite at several localities in the northern MassifCentral.
However, Nb-Ta mineral characteristics are different from those of the granitic rocks. Uranmicrolite is restricted to the purple
lepidolite zones, and columbite - tantalite is more Mn-rich than in granites. The Mn/(Fe + Mn) value actually varies over a
nalrow range (t0.01) within each sample, but the variation between different bodies of pegmatite (from 0.90 to 0.96 and 0.99)
again suggests multiple intrusions. Metasomatic units (accounting for less than 57o of the bodies) are characterized by a lower
M/Ta in the whole rock and a higher Mn/Fe in the columbite - tantalite than in corresponding aplitic parts. Such rocks may
be strongly enriched nZr,Hf, and Th, suggesting a significant mobility of these elements at the metasomatic stage.

Keywords: pegmatite field, complex-lepidolite type, LCT group, columbite - tantalite, cassiterite, microlite, metasomatic
replacement, bulk-rock chemistry, Chbdeville, Massif Central, France.

Sovruernn

Le champ de pegmatites de Chbdeville s'6tend sur une longueur d'environ 1200 m, selon une direction SO-NE, dans la
paftie sud-est du granite de Saint-Sylvestre, Massif Central septentrional, France. La pr6sence de l6pidolite comme principal
min6ral de lithium et les caract6ristiques g6ochimiques des pegmatites, enrichies en Li, Rb, Cs, Ta et Sn, les rattachent h la
classe des pegmatites I 6l6ments rares, type complexe, sous-type h l6pidolite. Les corps pegmatitiques, formant des veines,
ont une structure interne bien d6velopp6e, avec une zone sup6rieure grossidre, une zone ruban6e h grain fin, une zone apttique,
et une zone lit6e infdrieure avec des cristaux de feldspath pointant vers le haut. Les textures fluidales sont courantes, et
des duplications de la zonalit6 montrent qu'il s'agit d'intrusions multiples. Une m6tasomatose aux limites entre zones ou sur
des enclaves conduit d la formation de roches violac6es contenant des concentrations de l6pidolite. Les caract6ristiques
g6ochimiques des parties aplitiques ressemblent d celles d'autres granit€s tr m6taux rares connus dans plusieurs localit6s du nord
du Massif Central. Cependant, les caract6ristiques des min6raux de Nb-Ta sont diff6rentes de celles des mindraux de granite.
L uranmicrolite ne se trouve en abondance que dans les unit6s violac6es tr l6pidolite, et la columbite - tantalite est plus riche
en Mn que dans les granites. Dans chaque 6chantillon, le rappon Mn/@e + Mn) ne varie que dans un intervalle restreint (10.01),
mais est variable d'un 6chantillon d I'autre, nouvelle indication des intrusions multiples, avec Mdffe + Mn) variant de 0.90 I
0.96 et 0.99. Les unitds m6tasomatiques, repr6sentant moins de 57o des corps pegmatitiques, ont des rapports NblTa en roche
totale inf6rieurs, et Mn/Fe dans la columbite - tantalite sup6rieurs, I ceux des unit6s aplitiques correspondantes. Ces unit6s
peuvent etre fortement enrichies en Zr, Hf et Th, t6moignant ainsi d'une forte mobilit6 de ces 6l6ments au stade m6tasomatique.

Mot-clds: champ de pegmatites, type complexe d ldpidolite, groupe LCT, columbite - tantalite, cassit6rite, microlite,
remplacement m6tasomatique, chimie en roche totale, Chbdeville, Massif Central, France.

ItrrrnolucrroN

A rare-metal belt runs over more than 100 km
through the northern French Massif Central [e.g.,
Burnol (L974), Cuney & Raimbault (1991), and

references thereinl. Among the four major occlurences
of Ta-Li-Sn mineralization that constitute the belt, two
are albite - lepidolite granite bodies at Beauvoir
and Montebras, a third is a rhyolite dyke at Richemont,
and a fourth is the Chbdeville granitic pegmatite field,
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a member of the Haute-Vienne granitic pegmatite
district (pegmatite field and district are here used
according to the definition given by dernf 1982). The
Beauvoir granite is presently mined for china clay, and
cassiterite and niobates - tantalates are recovered as
by-products. The Montebras granite is mined for albite,
but its marginal pegmatitic facies ("stockscheidet'') and
quartz cap ("quartzglocke") have been mined for tin in
the nineteenth century. Finally, the Chddeville granitic
pegmatites have been exploited for Li in small quarries
and short galleries from t929 to 1938 (Sarcia 1957).

Precise 3eAr/40Ar dating yields a common age for
the four occurrences (Cheilletz et al. 1992; pers.
commun.), reinforcing the case for a single magmatic
episode. The occurrence of rare-metal-enriched rocks
as either gtanite cupolas, subvolcanic dykes or
pegmatite veins raises the question as to why the crys-
tallization of these melts resulted in such textural
differences. The aim of this paper is to provide a
detailed geochemical and mineralogical study of the
Chddeville pegmatites, allowing comparison with
the extensive data set obtained on the Beauvoir granite
using the same methods (Raimbault et al. 1995, and
references therein).

Gnolocrcer Setrnqc

Regional sexing

The Chbdeville pegmatite field is located in the
easternmost part of the Haute-Vienne pegmatite
district, whose extension coincides roughly with the
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Flc. 1. I-ocation of the Chbdeville pegmatite field in the Saint-Sylvestre massif, northern
MassifCentral, France. Geological boundaries after Chantraine et aI. (1974b).

central part of a granitic batholith (Fig. 1). An east-west
section of this batholith grades from the deepest
parts in the Brame unit, to intermediate levels in the
Saint-Sylvestre unit sensu stricto, and to the top of
the pluton in the Saint-Goussaud unit. The main facies
is a coarse-grained porphyritic two-mica granite, which
is intruded, in the Brame and Saint-Sylvestre units, by
fine-grained two-mica granites. The batholith is intrusive
into a high-grade gneissic series, consisting of meta-
sedimentary and meta-igneous rocks.

Whereas the Brame unit is barren. the two other
units are associated with various metallic concentrations
(Chantraine et al. 1974a). Late-magmatic hydrothennal
activity resulted in uneconomic Sn-W-bearing quartz
veins scattered at the periphery of the Saint-Goussaud
two-mica granite, at the roof of the pluton. Late- to
post-Hercynian circulation of a hydrothermal fluid are
responsible for numerous uranium-bearing veins and
episyenites of the La Crouzille ore district, which were
intensely exploited until recently. Lenses of beryl-bearing
pegmatite have been exploited for feldspar in the last
century around Chanteloube, at the northeastern edge
of the uranium district. The Chddeville lithium-bearing
pegmatite veins are distributed on either side of the
contact between the granite and the surrounding
gneisses.

Porphyritic granites have been dated at 324 + 4Ma
using the U-Pb method on zircon and monazite in the
Brame unit (Holliger et al. 1986) and at326 + 18 Ma
using the Rb-Sr method in the Saint-Sylvestre unit
(Duthou et al. 1984). On the other hand, lepidolite
from the Chddeville pegmatites has been dated at
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Fig. 2. Geological sketch map of the Chddeville pegmatite field. Limits of the granite
massif after Chantraine et al. (1974b). The observed pegmatite bodies, represented by
the thick lines, are indicated by sample numbers; the square in the Main group outlines
the area of Fizure 3.
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309 t 0.9 Ma by rhe 3eAr/40tu' method (Cheilletz et aI.
1992). Although a comparison of ages determined by
different isotopic systems may be risky, confidence in
the reality of the age difference is raised by the case of
the very similar Beauvoir granite at Echassidres, where
different methods of dating yielded identical results
(Raimbault et al. 1995). So, if the 3e Arl4 Ar age records
the primary cooling of the pegmatite, it points to a ca.
16 Ma gap between emplacement of the porphyritic
granite and intrusion of the pegmatite-forming melts,
precluding the Saint-Sylvestre two-mica granite as a
possible parent for the pegmatite-forming melts. The
Les-Sagnes muscovite granite body outcrops about 2
km to the northeast of the Chbdeville field. Although its
age is at present unknown, the la,tter granite has a
distinctly sodic character and could represent a member
of the parental suite of granites of the pegmatite (M.
Cuney, pers. commun.).

Internal structure of the pegmntite field

The pegmatite field is subdivided into several
pegmatite groups according to the geographical
distribution of dyke swanns and to the surrounding
rocks. The Larmont and Vieux groups, located at the
northeastern edge of the field, occur as lenses intrusive
into metamorphic rocks, whereas all other groups are
intrusive into the porphyritic two-mica granite. In the
central part of the field (Fig. 2) are the Chbdeville s.s.

and La Chdze groups, which will be referred to as
the main group in the following. In the same area, the
northeastern group is distinguished from the previous
ones because of an apparent geometrical gap. The
Puy-Garsault and Puy-Bertrand groups are located a
few km to the southwest of the main group (Sarcia
1957), and are not considered in this study.

Although small quarries provide good outcrops for
the largest veins of pegmatite, especially in the main
group, there are no outcrops between the quarries, so
that the overall shape of the pegmatite bodies must be
inferred. As a rule, the pegmatites occur as veins with
sharp contacts with surrounding rocks. The width of the
veins ranges from 40 cm in the gneisses to about 3 m
for the largest veins cutting the granite, where several
veins may run parallel a few meters from each other.
The vein swarm has been interpreted as very regular
parallel veins running over more than 700 m (Sarcia
1957). In this interpretation, dashes representing
pegmatite veins on Figure 2 must be connected to form
a continuous line. However, a detailed mapping of
the best exposed part of the veins (Fig. 3) argues for the
existence of discontinuities between different vein-like
bodies.

Whereas the dip of the veins is almost constant
around 45", their direction is clearly bimodal in the
main group, clustering around two values at N64 + 2"
and N37 t 4'. The switch between the fwo directions is
very sharp, and the projection of the two sets of veins
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Flc. 3. Detailed map ofsmall quarries in the central part of
the Main group, Chbdeville pegmatite field. Observed
pegmatite bodies in black, inferred pegmatites in grey
areas (kinks are due to projection effects), access Facks
and contour lines (in m) in grey lines. Line A-A', trace of
the venical projection plane of Figure 4; points B and C
are described in text. Numbers refer to samoles of the
"lch" series. Labels "log" give the location ofiections of
Figure 5. Orientation and dip of veins in the two domains
are indicated in bold.

Ftc. 4. Projection of pegmatite bodies on verdcal plane A-A'
(see Fig. 3), equivalent to an idealized view of pegmatite
outcrops on the hillslope, with a horizontal line of sight
from the northeast, perpendicular to plane A-A'. This is
not. a cross-section of the pegmatite swarm, since there are
hints that a discontinuity occurs at the location of the
question mark (see text).

on a perpendicular plane A-A' at the transition point
Grg. a) shows tlat a discontinuity does occur. A fault is
an unlikely explanation because (1) it would have to be
a large fault in order to change so dramatically the
strike of the veins, and in this case it is difficult ro
accept that, by chance, the two parts of the vein swarm
almost match, and (2) there are barren prospecting
trenches between the two zones of outcrop. Instead, the
case for distinct very flat box-shaped bodies is supported
by several facts. (l) In places (B and C in Fig. 3), one
can observe sharp @ut unfaulted) terminations of veins
along fractures apparently conjugate to the main
contact surfaces. (2) The width of a single body may
vary over short distances (log2 and log3, Fig. 5), and
the widening is due to small step-like features that use
the same system of frachrres as above. (3) The configu-
ration of the dyke swarm is very different on both sides
of the A-A' line at the 490 m level (Fig. 4).

The most convenient way to reconcile all these
features is to represent the pegmatite field as a group of
flat vein-like boxes witJr a narrow thickness (less than
4 m), a resnicted horizontal extent fless than 100 m and
in some cases much less), and a large extent along the
dip, with some digitations (Fig. 4). In this way, one can
imagine the emplacement of the Chbdeville pegmatites
in a pull-apart system resulting from brittle tectonic
events. The surrounding grcnite must have been "cool"
at that time, in agreement with the relative ages of the
rocks.

Srnucnrne nxp CotwosmoN oR
rHe Pecrraatrre Vetr{s

Organization of the dffirent units

In the main group, the internal structure of the veins
is somewhat constant and strongly asymmetrical
(Fig. 5). Schematically each vein is layered and built
up of four main units, which are, from the roof to the
wall, a coarse albite-rich zone, a banded aplite zone,
a massive aplite zone, and a layered aplite zone. The
latter zone differs from the massive aplite zone by
the presence of thin, light-colored, quartz-rich bands on
which upwardly oriented crystals of K-feldspar are
rooted. A thin (less than 10 cm) aplitic border-zone is
always present at the wall. The structure of the
pegmatite veins seems very similar to the structure of
the layered lower portion of the Himalaya pocket
pegmatite, as described by Foord (1976).

This simple structure is pernubed in several ways.
l) At places, zoning is duplicated (see log 3, Fig. 5),
implying a re-opening of the veins after a first batch of
melt was emplaced. 2) Large crystals of K-feldspar are
dispersed throughout the upper coirse zone; locally,
they may account for more than 75Vo of the rock,
defining a "blocky K-feldspar unit" which is a
potassium-rich analog of the coarse albite zone. 3) The
coarse albite-rich zone is locally cut by thick veins
(more than 5 cm wide) of the same material, and aplitic
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a purpte reptacement unit

7-l massive petalite lenses

units are locally cut by thin veins, about 1 cm wide, of
other aplitic rocks. 4) Purple rocks consisting mainly
of lepidolite and quartz ("massive lepidolite unit") are
present either as angular or rounded inclusions in other
zones. 5) Very regular thin layers ofpink to light purple
rocks, a few cm wide, may occur at the contact between
units. These'lepidolite layers" are continuous over tens
of meters, but are in some cases intemrpted by creamy
white, concave-downward monomineralic lenses of
massive petalite, the occurrence of which indicates
the low-pressure conditions of crystallization of the
pegmatites (London 1984). 6) Small blocks of quartz
may be occasionally found between the coarse and
banded aplite zones.

Oriented K-feldspar crystals are common in the
coarse zone at the roof and in the layered aplite zone at
the wall of the pegmatite veins. Their roughly triangular
and, in some cases, incurved shape indicates unambigu-
ously that crystallization proceeded inward in the two
zones. No time constraint can be proposed for the two
zones. Several observations imply that the successive
layers in the layered aplite zone were already partly
solid but still very plastic, whereas the next layer was
still liquid. First, the surface of successive layers is
exactly the same shape, although irregular in three
dimensions, as the surface of the previous layer. In
addition, in places the upper surflace of a layer is
deformed by the fall of an angular block of quartz that
sank through t}te melt of the next layer (Fig. 5,log 2).
Banding in the banded aplite zone is related to

Iog 3 granite

variations in relative abundance of the major minerals
quartz and mica. The texture is very similar to that of
flow-banded rhyolites (e.g.,Lentz 1997), suggesting a
viscous flow in a low-viscosity melt carrying various
inclusions of large crystals of feldspar or fragments of
the massive lepidolite unit. The lepidolite layers occur-
ring at the contacts between zones appear as reaction
products resulting from the exsolution of fluids from
one of the zones.

The preceding observations indicate that melt
injection and crystallization are simultaneous. A
dynamic interpretation of the rhythmic aspect of the
layered zone involves a series of pulses of the same
melt, each pulse adding a new layer to the stack of
the existing ones. There was no time gap between the
different pulses, since a previously emplaced melt was
not yet consolidated when the next one arrived. In this
context, the massive aplite zone Iocated at the top of the
layered aplite zone may be interpreted as a last pulse of
melt of larger volume. The banded aplite zone may
therefore represent the last pulse of magma in the
sequence.

On the other hand, a purely dynamic mode of
emplacement is hard to reconcile with the occurrence
of very thin layers. As an alternative, the layering could
result from in situ oscillatory nucleation in the melt
after emplacement. The two models could also be
combined, with oscillatory nucleation processes being
enhanced by melt flow. Strong evidence for concomitant
crystallization and emplacement in the shallow
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Ftc. 5. Typical detailed "stratigraphic" logs across a pegmatite body ofthe Main group
(location on Fig. 3). Upward pointing triangles are K-feldspar crystals. See text for
details.
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TABLE 1, MINERALOGICAL COMPOS]TION OF UNITS CONSTITI'TING ,TTIE

PEGMATITE VEINS
@uae lepidolite bodies

pegmatite (mcsive) (layers)

NE group Lmont mai! group -mai! group-

q u u t z A A A A A A

aplite uits

K-feldspu C C

c
c
F

VR
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C C
F
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F  { ) o
Rpetalite

lepidolite
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beryl
botrmdite
zircon

C A A
C A A
c c c
L R

L R R
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montebrsite
apatite
monuite

F
F

R l '

R R

U L U

VR

colmbitet&talite
ixiolite
tungsteniu columbite
microlite
udEicroute
ureinite
niobiu rutile

A, abundant ( i .e. ,  major rock-fornr ing mineral) ;  C, comtnon ( i .e. ,  prcent in every thin scct ion);  F,
conrmon but may be abreDt in some sample; R, rare; VR, very rare; 0, relio of previous stage; L,
mineral  decr ibed by Lacroix {1893. 1901, 1010).  Low-tenrperature al terat ion phff i  are excluded-frorn

this Table.

F
L C C

C F
R

R

R V R
vli

Chddeville pegmatite veins is at odds with the model
derived by l.ondon (1992) for the one-time emplacement
of large volumes of pegmatite-forming melt as confined
bodies in deep-seated terranes. It could be viewed as a
pulseJike variant to the proposal of a continuous drain
from a layered chamber, as described in the Pegli and
Buck dykes, Bemic Lake, Manitoba (eernf & Lenton 1995).

Petrography offacies

A short description of the mineralogical composition
of the various units is given in Table 1. This study
focused primarily on the massive aplite units and their
metasomatic alterations; thus the petrography of the
coarse zone will not be described in detail. Estimates of
the abundances of minerals result from a combination
ofvisual estimates in thin section. and an evaluation
using major-element composition.

At the magmatic stage, the major rock-forming
minerals in aplite units of the main group are albite
(3545 vol.Vo), quartz (25-30Vo) and muscovite -
Iepidolite mica (1.2-25Vo). Lepidolite accounts for
roughly 40Va of the total mica content. K-feldspar is
subordinate (S-lOVo). Accessory minerals include
topaz (5Va) and amblygonite (t-Z%o). Aplite units in
the northeastern and Larmont groups are distinctly
richer in albite (50 and 60Vo, respectively) and
correspondingly poorer in mica (about 6%o),
K-feldspar (4Vo), and topaz (2-3Vo).

In aplite units of the main group, idiomorphic
inclusions of muscovite in quartz crystallize early

in the paragenetic sequence. On the other hand, the
abundance of muscovite and lepidolite increases
dramatically in some samples of pink aplite as the
result of greisen-like metasomatic alteration. However,
in aplite samples devoid of the greisen stage of
alteration, it is not uncommon to observe muscovite
cores surrounded by a lepidolite rim, showing that
crystallization of lepidolite started at the magmatic
stage and lasted up to the metasomatic stages. This
observation also suggests that lepidolite saturation in
the melt was achieved only late in the crystallization
sequence, in agreement with similar observations on
rare-metal-bearing volcanic rocks (Raimbault & Burnol
1998) and microgranites (Charoy & Noronha 1996).

The assemblages of accessory minerals are distinct
in the different pegmatite groups. In aplite units of the
main group, xenomorphic cassiterite and idiomorphic
columbite - tantalite crystals are very common. Ixiolite
is rare, occurring either as independent crystals or as a
rim around tantalite crystals. Xenomorphic apatite is
an alteration product of amblygonite or of feldspars,
which are P-rich in similar parageneses (London et 4/.
1990). Tiny metamict minerals include uranmicrolite
and, less commonly, zircon. Despite the high Be
contents of the whole rocks, beryllium minerals are
very rare; bertrandite has been identified in small
miaroles only. The same problem concerning the
location of Be has been observed in the Beauvoir
granite (Wang et al. 1992b). The accessory-mineral
paragenesis of the Larmont group is similar but less
evolved: microlite and ixiolite {ue absent, and small
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needlelike crystals of tungstenian columbite are found
as inclusions in quartz andtopaz, as described under
the name "wolframoixiolite" in the Phuket pegmatites
by Suwimonprecha et al. (1995). In contrast, the
northeastern group has a rather different assemblage,
with monazite and uraninite as carriers of U instead of
uranmicrolite, and niobian rutile as carriers of Nb-Ta
instead of columbite.

Three types of metasomatic alteration have been
identified. In the first, topaz and, in part, mica, are
replaced by K-feldspar, with conservation of the aplitic
texture of the rock. This change has been observed in
one sample around K-feldspar veinlets containing
idiomorphic apatite at the wall, rare disseminated
uraninite, and vuggy apatite at the center. Secondly,
lepidoliteJayer units are characterized by intense
silicification and development of mic4 with quartz and
mica accounting each for 45 wt%a of the rock. About
2O wt%o of the mica is lepidolite. Albite, K-feldspar,
and amblygonite occur as relics only, and beryl has
been observed in outcrop. Nb and Ta are carried by
cassiterite and uranmicrolite. tn the associated massive
petalite lenses, quartz, albite, topaz and lepidolite occur
only in veinlets. Thirdly, the formation of massive
lepidolite units starts with the development of numerous
crystallites of mica. At this stage, the aplitic texture is
still preserved, and the rock takes a light purple-red
color. Chemical alteration seems limited, however,
since such samples of aplite do not behave anomalously
(see below). With the progress of the reaction, the
aspect of the rock changes drastically, and quartz
and mica make up 40Vo of the rock each. Despite
the similarity with the previous case, this stage is
characteized by conservation ofthe ratio oflepidolite
to total mica, and by presence of amblygonite and
columbite - tantalite. The latter mineral may be
surrounded by microlite; zircon is locally abundant.

The petrographic characteristics of the Chddeville
pegmatites relate them unambiguously to the complex
type, lepidolite subtype in the classification of
rare-element pegmatites by dernf (1989, 1992).They
represent, however, an unusual class in this subtype,
owing to a noticeable amount of phosphorus, present as
amblygonite, which links them to the P-rich class of
Ta-bearing granites @.aimbault et al. l99l).

Mwenarocy oF THE RARE-ELEMENT Pecvarrres

Columbite ^ tantalite group

Columbite - tantalite is the most common Nb-Ta
mineral (Table2). Chemical evolution in the columbite
- tantalite quadrilateral shows very distinct populations
for the northeastern, Larmont and main groups
(Fig. 6a). In the Northeastern group, the Nb-Ta carrier
is niobian rutile, with Nb predominant over Ta and a
Mn/Fe ratio close to 0. The Larmont group is character-

TABLE 2. COMPOSITION OF COLI,JMBITE - TANTAIJTE
AND RELATED MINERALS,

CHEDEVILLE, MASSIF CENTRAL

group-

uni l  coNe pegmati te apl i te unitB

sanrple lchl?6d lch154 lch8ze lch118b
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0 . 0 ? 0
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0 .25
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Sn
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ixiol i te tung. col .  rut i le

N t r z O r  t i . 9 3  ; 3 . 5 3  3 8 . 1 9  4 1 . 6 4

TazOs 64.20 21.03 43.43 16.05

T i o ?  0 . 3 8  0 . 1 5  0 . 9 0

S u O e  1 6 . 1 0  0 . 2 4  0 . 7 5  1 . 0 3

spot # 6242 6315 442 6861

ScrO:
F e O  0 . 4 9  0 . 1 7

M n O  ] t  2 9  1 7 . 4 5  1 6 . 2 0

t o t A l  9 9 . 3 9  1 0 0  5 0  9 9 . 4 6

3 . 8 5
l . l 7

83.04

r 1 . ? 1  8 . 3 E
8.34

99.47 96.E5
0.031
I  . 5 1 7
0.46  1
0 .007
0.006

0 . 0 1 5
1 . 1 8 1
0.808

0.020

0 . 3 3 1

Nb
Ta
Ti
S n
Sc
Fe
M u

0.25  1
r . 3 9 9
r.023

1.222 0 .016
0.283 0 .014
0.048 2.t-2tl
0 .027

0.6:)5 0.J06r ) . 0 3 J  0 . 0 0 9
0.766 0.92i 0.939 0.456

A  s i t e  0 . 7 9 9  0 . 9 3 6  0 . 9 3 9  1 . 0 s 3

B ei te 2.188 2.022 2.024

-tung. col .-  stands lor tungstenian columbite.

Strnclural  formula on the ba"is of 6 oxygen atoms per formula uni l .

A blank indicates valus below detel ion l imits:  WO3, 0 08%; TiO?,

0 . 0 5 % :  S n O ? .  0 . 0 q % :  S c z O r .  0 . 0 8 7 ;  F e O ,  0 . 0 3 % .

ized by two clusters, a first one with low Xtu [defined as
the atomic ratio Tal(M + Ta)l constituted by needleJike
tungstenian columbite inclusions in quarZ and topaz,
and the second one with Xrn = 0.5 constituted by
columbite crystals. Both have intermediate Xyn, very
different from the values encountered in the main
group.

In contrast, columbite - tantalite of the main
group is characterized by a continuous trend from
manganocolumbite to manganotantalite, quite in
a$eement with the trends defined for columbite - tantalite
in the lepidolite subgroup of pegmatites by Cernf
(1989). The enlargement of the Mn-rich part of the
quadrilateral (Fig.6b) shows thatthe "trend" actually
looks like a two-dimensional field. Individually,
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however, each body of aplite defines a narrow trend
(Fie. 6c) beginning with a "horizontal" branch at
constant X1u, a short arcuate segment, and a "vertical"
branch atX"n constant. Only a few aberrant composi-
tions exist. Ixiolite rims on columbite - tantalite display
the same trend. One independent grain of ixiolite is,
however, discordant. When applied to all samples, the
approach resolves the two-dimensional field into
several lines, with a common initial Xru and discrete
"asymptotic" XMn values, each of which is characteristic
of one sample or group of samples (Fig. 6d).

Whether the "asymptotic Xrn"b'" parameter is
significant with regard to the history of the host rock
has been tested by comparing it to the Xy. ratio in
whole rock (Fig. 7). Aplite bodies define a tight corre-
lation, with the exception of three samples. Among
these, an incipient development of mica is observed in
two samples (118a and 55), and the third one is modified
by development of K-feldspar (see above). Sample 154,
in which mica development is less noticeable but
present, also lies above the correlation line. In contrast,
the bodies oflepidolite have high Xnn values in both
whole-rock and columbite - tantalite.

A combined interpretation of Figures 6 and 7 leads
to the following scenario: l) In the horizontal branch,
magmatic evolution is dominated by changes in FeMn
due to precipitation of Fe-bearing minerals, whereas
Nb/Ta remains almost constant because columbite -
tantalite has just begun to precipitate. Since the different
bodies of granitic pegmatite have almost identical
M/Ta values, X1u values coincide. 2) As columbite -
tantalite crystallizes, a large scatter of Xru results,
whereas Xyn is buffered at a constant value,
characteristic of the initial FeMn of the melt. Samples
from the same quarry bear identical Fe/I4n fingerprints,
suggesting identical sources for the corresponding
melts. 3) Some samples underwent metasomatic
alteration; thus the Xlan values of columbite - tantalite
are reset at higher values, whereas the effect on the
much more abundant Fe-Mn-bearing minerals (and
hence on whole rocks) is negligible, leading to a
deparnrre from the initial trend. 4) Once metasomatic
changes were almost complete, the FeMn values of
the rocks also were reset at high values. Resetting
ofFeAvln is explained by different partitioning behavior
of Fe and Mn between melt and exsolved fluids.

Frc. 6. Columbite - tantalite quadrilateral diagrams for
Chbdeville pegmatites. (a) Full extent: open squares,
columbite - tantalite; closed squares, ixiolite; crossed
squares, tungstenian columbite; triangles, niobian rutile;
tantalite - tapiolite gap after Cern! et al. (1992). (b1
Enlargement of the field covered by columbite - tantalite
and ixiolite from the Main-group pegmatites. (c) Example
of evolution within a single sample; such a pattern is
represented in part d by a curve. (d) Summary of
columbite - tantalite compositions for all samples from
the Main group (aplite and lepidolite units).
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Ftc. 7. Relationships between the asymptotic Mn number
(XNa,) in columbite - tantalite and the Mn number (X*) in
the whole rock. Tie-line joins samples from the same body
of pegmatite. Dashed line shows the trend of least-altered
samples of aplite (see text).

In this model, the asymptotic X* values are related
to the evolution of the pegmatite-forming melts, and
may be a valuable indicator of the structure of the
pegmatite field. However, it seems to be easily reset by
postmagmatic processes and, thus, is a less robust
indicator than the corresponding ratio in the whole rock.

Contents of minor elements Ti, W Sn, and Sc in
columbite - tantalite yield insights into the behavior of
these elements during crystallization of the melt.
Scandium contents (between 0.5 and 1.3 wt%o Sc2O31
have been detected in only five samples of columbite -

tantalite (among 38) from the coarse albite zone. This
result is not surprising, as aplite units are strongly
depleted in Sc. 7?n is not abundant, with about 20Vo of
the samples below its detection limit at 0.04 wtclo SnO2,

Ftc. 8. Evolution of titanium contents in columbite - tantalite.
Most samples (solid squares) plot along a well-defined
trend; only samples deviating distinctly from this trend
have been distinsuished.

857o below 0.5 wtVo, and a maximum value of 2.78 wtVo
SnO2. However, ixiolite with Sn contents between
13.27 and 17 .55 wtVo SnO2 is present as a rim enclosing
columbite - tant4lite or as independent crystafs,Tungsten
is detectable in most samples analyzed. However,
tungsten contents a.re low, as about6ovo of the samples
of columbite - tantalite contain 0.4-l wt%o WO3. The
highest WO3 values reach 9.0 wt%o in the coarse albite
zone, 6,0 wtTo in the least evolved aplite bodies, and
4.2 wtVa in the most evolved ones. In tungstenian
columbite from the Larmont group, WO3 ranges from
13.15 to 20.44 wt%o. Titanium is less abundant (in
weight) than tungsten, as 75Vo of samples analyzed
contain less than I wtVo'[iO2, and the highest value is
4.12 wtvo TiOr. On the basis of titanium contents, the
compositions can be split into two groups, a regular
trend and a set ofdiscordant analyses (Fig. 8).

The main trend is again made up of two parts. In
the first part, a steep decrease of TiO2 contents is
anticorrelated with a restricted increase ofX1u, up to
approximately 0.23. This part is related to the "horizon-
tal branch" of the evolution in the columbite - tantalite
quadrilateral (Fig. 6), and reflects the very usual
behavior of Ti in high-silica melts. The second part of
the trend is characterized by low, constant or even
slightly increasing contents of titanium correlated with
large variations of X1u, suggesting an increase of Ti
activity in residual melts produced by crystallization.
This effect, although of limited extent, is in agreement
with experimental evidence of increased Ti solubility
with increasing contents of fluorine in F-rich melts
(Keppler 1993).

Discordant samples, with higher Ti contents, belong
to specific samples, including tle coarse albite zone,
lepidolite units, slightly altered samples 1 I 8, and the
Larmont group, the latter being intrusive within
gneisses. The discordant samples attest to the mobility
of titanium in hydrothermal fluids.

Evolution along a section tfuough a zoned crystal
summarizes the previous observations (Fig. 9). In the
following, assignment of features to specific events is
done by comparison with the general evolutionary
trends described above. The core is characterized by a
low Xru, moderate to low Sn contents, and high W
contents. A first zone is characterized by a strong
increase of X1u and Sn content, and by very low W
contents. This zone is interpreted as representing the
end of the magmatic stage. A second zone has again
low X1u and Sn content. Up to this stage, Xyn remains
constant, but finally, at one end of the crystal, a
noticeable decrease of Xyn is correlated with a moderate
increase in Sn content. During crystallization of the
second zone and of the rim, which are both interpreted
as hydrothermal, W contents do not vary. This complex
pattern of zoning is shown in Figure 10. In the main
crystal, the magmatic stage is limited by the highest Ta
contents around the Ta-depleted core; a large Ta-poor
overgrowth is evident at the right, but much more
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Ftc. 9. Ta./Nb and minor-element @, Sn) zoning in crystal of
columbite - tantalite shown in Figure 10 along A-B line,
revealing a three-stage growth.

restricted at the left, and the most Ta-poor rim is
present at the upper right corner, associated with
increased Sn contents.

Microlite group

Microlite sensu stricto has been found as a thick
overgrowth on columbite - tantalite in the massive
lepidolite unit only. The A site is saturated with Na and
Ca as the only cations, and X1o (0.83) is higher than in
the enclosed columbite - tantalite (0.41).

Uranmicrolite is more common (fable 3), although
it occurs as tiny metamict, commonly idiomorphic,
crystals. The B site is almost exclusively occupied by
Nb and Ta atoms, and Ta predominates over M, with
X1u ranging from 0.'12 to 0.95, most samples analyzed
being greater than 0.88. There is a large proportion of
vacancies in the A site, with an occupancy rate between
15 and35Vo. Ca and U are the major cations present in
the A site (Fig. 1 1), Fe + Mn account for l0-207o of the
site, Ce for 24Vo,Pb for 24Vo, witl some analyses
showing up to lSVo in a sample with K-feldspar
development, K for 4-lOVo, and Na is absent. The
population of uranmicrolite is homogeneous, irrespective
of the host rock, suggesting that there is a single stage
of uranmicrolite crystallization. This implies that
uranmicrolite is related to the metasomatic stase of
evolution.

Cassiterite

The Nb-Ta contents in cassiterite are variable
(Table 4), from 0 to 7.92wt%o M2O5 and to 12.61 wt%o
Ta2O5, with Xru evenly distributed between 0.05 and
0.70. In contrast, Xr,rn values range from 0.20 to 0.95,
with two sharp peaks at 0.45 and 0.75. Comparison

Ftc. 10. X-ray image of Taand Sn in the zoned crystal of
columbite - tantalite described in Figure 9 (the A-B
profile is represented by the white line on the secondary-
electron (SE) image at the top).

BA
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TABLE 3. COMPOSMON OF MICROUTE-GROUP
MINERALS, C}IEDEVILLE, MASSIF CENTRAL

unit aplite
sample -lch118b-
spot  S 5205 52lO

lep.layer massive lep.
]ch159b - lch171

52Bt 433 447
1.08 0.59 0.32
4 .34  13 .46  8 .62

68.66 66.22 ?1.4E
0.04
1 .62  0 .29

t2.46 10.51 0.24
0.50
0 .E1  0 .39
0 .12  0 .28
1 .66  0 .80  11 .46
0.90

5.83
0 .15  0 .25

4.75
92.34 92.51 100.98

w  0 .013  0 .010  0 .027  0 .013  0 .007
Nb  0 .146  0 .118  0 .187  0 .502  0 .333
Ta 1.E33 1.872 1.783 1.486 1.660
Ti  0.009 0.003
si  0.474 0.172 0.155 0.024
Th 0.004
u 0.239 0.245 0.265 0.193 0.005
Ce  0 .019  0 .043  0 .017
Fe 0.085 0.081 0.065 0.027
Mn 0.007 0.013 0.010 0.020
Ca 0.05E 0.254 0.170 0.07i  1.049
Pb 0.096 0.026 0.023
Na 0.966
K 0.036 0.047 0.018 0.026
A si te 0.540 0.713 0.568 0.317 2.040

atoms per formula unit. A blank indicates values be-
low detection limits: TiOz, O.027si ThO2, 0.05%; CezOg,
0.10/e;  f 'sQ, 0.03%; MnO, 0.03%; PbO, 0.07%; Na2O,
0 .02%;  KzO,  0 .01%;  F ,  0 .21%.

with XMn values in columbite - tantalite shows the
preference for Fe in the cassiterite structure over Mn as
compared with columbite - tantalite. Mass-balance
estimates of the amount of Nb-Ta carried by cassiterite
cluster around lV15Va of the total Nb or Ta in the
whole rock for most aplite bodies; it may reach up to
20-35Vo in aplite samples where columbite - tantalite
is scarce, or in lepidolite layers between units, and
drops to l-2%o in some lepidolite bodies. In contrast to
M and Ta, Ti and W contents are low.

Charge balance in Nb-Ta-bearing cassiterite usually
involves incorporation of Fe and Mn, following the
substitution scheme Sna*3(Nb,Ta)s**2(Fe,Mn)2n*1. In a
(M+Ta) versus 2(Fe + Mn) diagram (Fig. l2), data
points should plot along the diagonal line. This is the
case for cassiterite from the northeastern and Larmont
groups. However, for each sample from the Main
group, cassiterite compositions having significant
Nb-Ta contents plot along straight lines with a slope of

1 (a few examples are outlined on the figure). This
means that cassiterite crystals have an excess of Nb-Th
with respect to stoichiometry, and that this excess is (1)
independent of the Nb-Ta contents in cassiterite, and
(2) specific for each sample. Moreover, there is a strong
correlation between the excess of Nb-Ta in cassiterite,
and the Li contents in the whole rock (inset in Fig. 121.
The exceptions to this correlation are metasomatically
altered samples, involving either replacement of
lepidolite by K-feldspar and concomitant leaching
of Li in sample I 1 8b, or strong increase of lepidolite
contents and concomitant input of Li in sample 84c.
The significance of this trend and of its curved aspect
is as yet unclear. Given the small difference between
ionic radius of Li. (0.82 A) anO Sn+ (0.77 A) in
six-fold coordination (Whittaker & Muntus 1970), the
incorporation of Li may ensure charge compensation in
Nb-Ta-rich cassiterite formed in Li-rich, Fe-Mn-poor
environments.

Zircon and related minerals

As a rule, crystals of zircon are small and rare. In
bodies of massive lepidolite, however, zircon may
locally be abundant. Its habit is easily identified, by its

{ I I I } faces and the lack of { I 1 0 } faces. The chemical
composition (Table 5) is characterized by Iow totals,
possibly indicating a hydrated character, and low Z/Hf
ratio. The proportion of the hafnon end-member, XHr,
varies from 0.04 to 0.12, noticeably higher than 0.03
usually encountered in crustal zircon. In aplite bodies
or in layers of lepidolite, some of the analyzed crystals
are zoned, with a rim slightly richer in Hf than the core,
with Xrt values ranging from 0.058 to 0.085 or 0.042
to 0.069.

In zircon from the main group, U, Ca, Fe, Al, P
and Y are enriched, and Sc and, in most cases, Th
are depleted. It is noteworthy that, whereas Y and P are
usually tied up in zircon according to a (ZrSi)-'(YP)'
xenotimeJike scheme of substitution, Ieading to P/Y
atomic ratios not very different from uniry, phosphorus
and yttrium are independent variables in zircon at
Chddeville, and levels ofphosphorus are much higher
than required by the (ZSi) '(YP), substitution. Actually,
the P/Y atomic ratio is related to the nature of the host
rock. In massive lepidolite units, P/Y ranges from I to
3.5, as opposed to 13 to 25 in one crystal of zircon from
an aplite unit and two from a lepidolite layer. The two
types of lepidolite unit are, therefore, likely to result
from different processes, or from similar processes
acting in different physical context or on different
initial rocks. Finally, high Th values, from 3.15 to
5.ll wt%o ThO2, have been found in zircon from the
lepidolite layer.

Overall, the properties of zircon crystals from the
Main group are similar to those of the Beauvoir granite,
which has a pegmatitic affinity, as noticed by Wang er
al, (1992a). In contrast, zircon from the Northeastern

wos 0.51 0.39
NbzOs 3.24 2.1-2
TazOs 67.78 'i7.49

Tioz 0.12
S iOz  4 .16  1 .16
Tho, 0.1?
uoz  10 .79  11 .43
CezOg 0.52 7.27
FeO 7.02 1.00
MnO 0 .06  0 .16
CaO 0.57 2.46
Pbo 3.5E 1.00
NazO
KzO 0.28 0.38
F
total 92.65 93.57
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U +Zr I

v

massive lepidolite
replacement

Iepidolite layer

massive aplite

Miuolite
group

Ca+Na+K Pb

Ftc. 1 1. A-site cations in microlite-group minerals. Note that vacancies are not represented
on this diagram.

TABLE 4. COMPOSMON OF CASSITERITE,
CHEDEVILLE, MASSIF CENTRAI

sample lchLT6d lch118b lch132 lchl75a lch176b lchl59b lchE4c
spot  #  5883 6116 6073 5982 6003 5930 6158

93.86  81 .26  88 .40  9r .45  9r .93  93 .92
T io2
NbzO:
Ta:Og
WOs
FeO
MnO
total

1 . 4 2
2 . i r
o ,  u t

2.O.5
4.94

D.25
1 . 9 1
2.99

0.05
0 .51

99.63

8 7 . 1  5

l . 7 l
9 . 0 1

0 . 2 1
1 . 4 1

99.49

0 . 1 6  1 . 1 2  1 . 1 0
0.68  7 .92  5 .55

6. i2 3.63
2.46 0.28

0.96 0.88 0.41 0.0E
2.01 0.75 0.7t  O.47

9E.58 100.27 100.31 100.33 99.47
Sn
Ti
Nb
Ta
w
Fe
Mn
Icat.

0 .951
0 .003
0 .008
0 .010
0 .0 r  6

0.988

0.907

0.030
0.034

0.009
0 .01  5
0.995

0.923

0.023
0.034

0.002
0 .010
0.992

0.937
0.005
0.022
0.020

0.001
0 .01  1
0.996

0.881

0.020
0.062

0.004
0 . 0 3 0
0 . 9 9 7

0.783 0.857
0.020 0.020
0.087 0.061
0.044 0.024
0.002
0 .019  0 .016
0.041 0.015
0.996 0.995

Structural formule on the brois of 2 oxygen atoms per formula unit. A blank indicate
ralues belorv detection l imits: Ti02, 0.06%; WOs, 0.05%; FeO, 0.03%; MnO, 0.0.1%.

group is quite distinct with respect to P/Y, ranging from
4 to 10, and to Th content, which is systematically
high. Such zircon is associated with unidentified
minerals poor in Zr and i'ch in Th (up to 17.6 wt%o
ThO2), P (up to 20.6 wtVo P2O) and AI (up to 6.4 wt%o
Al2O3), and with U-Th-rich monazite (3.O7 wtVoUO2,
8.ll wtVo ThOz). This mineral assemblage points
out again the differences between the two groups of
pegmatite.

Phosphates

The most common primary phosphate species is
amblygonite, which is present in each pegmatite zone
except in lepidolite layers and in some units of massive
lepidolite. Usually, it is the only primary phosphate
mineral. However, 5ems samples of the coarse albite
zone are rich in large phosphate crystals, which include
montebrasite, apatite, and an unidentified, usually



strongly altered, aluminum-bearing phosphate.
Alteration phases formed after the latter mineral are
apatite, and Sr- and Ca-rich members of the goyazite -

crandallite series. However, it must be stressed tlat a
complete inventory of phosphates is still to be done.

Bun-Rocr GEocrfiMtsrRy

The bulk composition of the pegmatites has been
approached through the chemical analysis of aplitic
units. Whether or not aplitic parts may be taken as a
proxy for whole bodies remains an open question in our
case; however, it must be stressed that analyzed
samples are devoid of coarse crystals, and that the
central aplitic parts are usually free of marginal
"stockscheidet''which could have trapped elements, so
that samples may be considered as representative of a
rare-metal-enriched melt (volatile species notwith-
standing). It must be remembered, however, that
relationships between a bulk pegmatite body and its
aplitic unit are not yet precisely constrained, at least in
our case, and that this loss of information may result in
scatter in the data about trends representative of the

575

processes governing the evolution of pegmatite-forming
melts.

Analytical methods include X-ray fluorescence
on fused glasses (Si, Al, Ca, K, and P) or on pelleted
powders (Ga, Sr, Zr, Nb, Sn, and Pb), inductively
coupled plasma - atomic emission spectrometry after
acid digestion (Li, Be, Mg, Ti, Y Cu, Y and Ba), instru-
mental thermal neutron-activation analyses with
irradiation times of 30 s (Na and Mn) and I h (Fe, Sc,
Cr, Co, Zn, some REE, and H0, and instrumental
epithermal neutron-activation analyses (Ni, As, Br, Rb,
Mo, Ag, Sb, Cs, some REE, Ta, W Au, Th, and U).
Radiochemical neutron-activation analysis with group
separation of the rare-earth elements (RE@ has been
used for samples 1ch59a, lch59b, lchl 18a, and lch171.
A complete description of analytical procedure can be
found in Raimbault et al. (1995).

Evolution within and between peSftntite bodies

At first glance, compositions of Main-group
aplite units seem uniform (Table 6); except for a few
elements, the level of most elements is bracketed within

F
+
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Ftc. 12. Evidence for an excess of pentavalent cations Nb-Ta with respect to divalent cations
Fe-Mn in cassiterite. The stoichiometric replacement scheme Sn+-3(Nb,Ta)**2@e,Mn)2**'
is indicated by the dotted line: crystals from a given sample (some are outlined)
usually plot along a line parallel to this "zero" line, allowing one to define a mean
excess of (M + Ta) in cassiterite, relative to the above substitution scheme. Inset
shows that this excess of (Nb + Ta) is correlated with the lithium contents in whole
rock (inverted triangles, NE and Larrnont groups; circles, aplite units and stars,
lepidolite rnits from the Main group).
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Fanrple lch84b

n group grorrp

apol # 5619 651€
core rlD

lop. Iayor ENive lopidolire
lch150b lch82e lch t? l

6534 283 275

Hfrrr  5.94 8 j5 5.{5 5. i0 t2. i1 4 t2 3.00
T h O ?  { . 1 6
UO: 0.94 0.35 3.05 0.91
Tio?
ScrOr

apl i t r
lch32

6500 6$12

4.05 rn.8i
3 . 0 7  2 . 9 6

0 . 4 3  0 . l J
0 . 2 4

TABLE 5. COMPOSMON OF ZRCOT.I,
CHEDEVIIJJ, MASSIF CENTRAL

mineral phases and therefore evenly distributed in
rocks, Ta is carried by sparse ore minerals, the uneven
distribution of which leads to erratic variations hiding
primary variations in melts, and precluding the use of
Ta contents for evaluating evolutionary grades. It is,
therefore, necessary to identify additional indicators.

Besides Rb contents, a second indicator of evolution
is provided by the "asymptotic X*" value in columbite
- tantalite, as well as the corresponding Fe/IVIn va.lue in
the whole rock, both of which have been shown to be
useful in this respect (Fig. 7). In addition, Raimbault
et al. (1995) have shown that zircon is soluble and
that Zr is a hygromagmaphile element in highly
depolymerized, F-rich melts of the Beauvoir series.
Experimental work by Keppler (1993) leads to the
same result. As a consequence, Zr contents should
increase with degree of evolution of such melts,
providing a third indicator. Enrichment of Zr and Hf
in Main-group aplites (Fig. l3a) occurs at a constant
ZrlHf , precluding the crystallization of zircon (see a
complete discussion in Raimbault et al. 1995). Tbis
shows that Zr contents can indeed be used to evaluate
degree of evolution in Main-group granitic pegmatites
at Chbdeville.

Three parameters may thus be used to define an
evolutionary sequence within the set of compositions of
the Main-group pegmatites: Fe/l\4n ratio decreases,
whereas bothZr and Rb contents increase with degree
of evolution. Examination of the results of chemical
analyses (Table 6) therefore provides three sequences
of ranked samples, according to the three criteria. As
expected for robust estimates of degree of evolution,
the three sequences, although of different sensitivity,
define a unique evolutionary sequence among the
different bodies that make up the Main group: 1) Rb
contents increase from ca. ll00 ppm at locality #84 to
1200 ppm (#1 I 8), 1600 ppm (#59), 17 50 ppm (#175),
1900 ppm (#55,132 and 154) and up to 2200 ppmat
locality #159.2) Zr contents define three clusters, the
lowest concentration and tlerefore least evolved at
Iocalities #844118 (21-23 ppm), an intermediate level
at locality #59 (25-26 ppm), and the highest and mosr
evolved rock at the remaining Iocalities #55, 132, 154,
and 159 (30-32 ppm). 3) The FeAvIn value discriminates
between two groups only. The least evolved group, with
Fe/lVIn > l, coincides with the least evolved samples
determined by the two other parameters.

The evolutionary sequence within the pegmatite
population is therefore well defined, despite a very
restricted interval of compositions. Only a few elements,
Li, R.b, Zr, Hf and,, to a lesser extent, W and Ga, are
found to increase consistently in concentration with
degree of evolution. Although the highest Ta and Nb
values are found in the most evolved aplite unit, there is
no systematic relationship befween degree of evolution
and contents of ore elements Nb, Ta, and Sn, which are
scattered but retain a constant M/Ta ratio (Fig. 13)
characteristic of each pegmatite group. Other elements

Yro.
Al?o l

FeO

CaO

sioz
Pror
total

0 . 2 9
r . 4 9
2.D7
1 . 0 2

23.23
2.94

86-89

0.65
5 . 4 I
0 . 7 1
2.0i

1 5 . 9 6
l  l . 6 ?
05.30

0.22 0.24 0.33
3 09 5.09 0.?l
1 . 1 8  1 . ? 0  0  6 8
0.E4 0.87 0.66

25.22 r i .45 28.61
3.3E 4 10 0.72

94 04 90.06 95.14

o.T2
0 . 0 7  l . E 7

I . 4 5
L35

29.93 23.0i
0 . 1 5  2 . r 0

1 0 1 . 8 7  9 4 . S 8
0 0.908

0.053

0.007

0.055
0.034
o.o24

0.005
0 . 2 1 3
0.050
0.033
0  6 1 9
0 . 1 2 3

Th
U
Ti

Y
AI
Fe
Ca

P

0.060 0.076

0.007 0.003

0.006
o.D27
0.019
0.0?3
0 . 9 3 ?
0.020

0 - l  I 6

0 . 0 1 0

0.003

0.955
0.0M

0_040
0.038
0 023
0.003
0.00?
0 . 0 1 3
0.0?5
0 . 0 4  l
0.049
0 . 8 t 0
0.000

0.02!
0 083
0.022

0  0 t 2
0 . 2 1 3
0.021
0 . 0 7 4
0.533
0.330

0.005 0.004
0 . 0 6 2  0 . 1 1 9
0.062 0.032
0.039 0 020
0.826 0.E23
0.089 0.093

Slrtrcturnl  lormulE on r]e bnis of2 car iors per fornda rni l .  A blauk indicar6
yalu6 b€tow derct ioh l in i i6:  ThO?,0.04%; UO2.0.04%; TiOr,0.0BZ: sc?03.
0.05%: Y?Or,0.05%; FeO,0.02%: CaO. 0.0t%.

narrow ranges. Some heterogeneity does exist,
however, as variation within each facies exceeds that in
similar rare-metal-enriched granites (e.g., Beauvoir
granite: Raimbault et al. 1995).

At several localities in the Main goup, two samples
of the aplite unit have been collected at different levels
in the section of the dykes, or even in two adjacent
veins in the same quarry flable 6, Figs. 2-4). Differences
within each pair may be due to different degrees
or styles of alteration, for example, in the pair #l 1 8, or
to sample heterogeneity, for example with regards to
fhe ore elements Sn, M and Ta. However, critical
parameters such as Zrll{f,FelMn and NblTa @ig. 13),
and contents of elements such as Frb,Zr, and Ti, point
to the intrinsic homogeneity of the aplite unit at a given
locality, as was already suggested by the study of
asymptotic Xy,, values in columbite - tantalite (see the
previous section). (The lateral extent of such homoge-
neous domains is not known, but an evaluation is
provided by distribution of samples along the central
part of the Main group, shown in Figure 3.)

Such homogeneity suggests that at each tocality
(1e., in each pegmatite body, as defined in the previous
sections), the composition of a specific batch of magma
has been recorded by aplite units. The heterogeneiry
within the set of available bulk-compositions should
therefore probe the evolution of melts within the Main
group. Several elements such as Rb or Ta are usually
used as monitors of degree of evolution, mainly due to
their "hygromagmaphile" character (Rumbault et al.
1987). However, whereas Rb is hosted by major
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TABLE 6. WHOLRROCK COMPOSITION OF APLITEUNITS, MAIN PEGMAME GROUP,
CHEDEVILLE FIELD, MASSIF CENTRAL
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l ch55 lch59a lch5gb lch84a lch84b lch t l8a  lch l lSb  lch t32  lch154 lch159a lch175a
SiOz
AlzO:
Fe203
M n O
CaO
Na2O
K z o
Pzor
LoI
total

Be 269
Mg {8
Sc (ppb)  ee .?
Ti 8l
v  0 .3
Cr <0..1
Mn 7:a27 1163
Fe 1300 760
co (ppb)  101 29
Ni  <8
Cu 3 .4

0 . 1 7  0 . 1 5  0 . 1 7  0 . 1 5  0 . 1 3  0 . 1 5  0 . 0 6  0 . 1 9  0 . 1 6  0 . 1 1
0 . 1 9  0 . 1 6  0 . 1 4  0 . 6 0  0 . 1 1 0.30 0.22 0..r8 0.6.r

67.03 70.52 69.{0 66.15 66.46 69.07
17.58  18 .27  18 .39  17 .88  77 .76  18 .28
0 . 1 9  0 . 1 1  0 . 1 1  0 . 2 0  0 . 1 7  0 . 2 2

1.85

65.06 65.9.1 66.39
16.73  17 .44  77  . l l  17 .45
0 . 1 1  0 . 1 0  0 . 1 . 1 0 .05

0.34

67.49
I  6 .71
0.07
0.08
o.23

218
65

157
49

0.3
<0.5

652
496

< 5
3.8

34.6
J D . I

2.9
o.62
1751
59.6
0 .31
29.9

1 .8
0 .39
162
93

298
1 0

0.69
1 . 4 0
105

15.0

1 .72
68.8
17.5

<4
t7.2
r .48

3.95  3 .73  5 .62  5 .15  5 .05  6 .07  1 .23  J .15  3 .80  3 .99  4 .21
3.25  2 .67  2 .54  2 .4 i  2 .66 2.26 .1.70 3.35 3.09 3.48 3.01
0.98  0 .85  0 .79  0 .76  0 .30  0 .86  0 .27  1 .37  1 .05  0 .57  0 .81
'2 .82  2 .13  2 .O7 2 .85  2 .97 1.96  '2 .72  3 .35  2 .90  2 .55

96.16 98.53 99.23 96.21 95.01 99.06 97.67 9.t.36 95.28 95.28 95.19
o r r "

1 4 3

262 189
98 t23

t56 372 220
54 103 105

o . 2  0 . 1
<0.3  <0 .4

l2a4 1189 975
770 1370 1190

68 1081 425
< 9  < 7
5.7  3 .4

109.0  131.6  98 .5
37.0 37.4 35.0

2 . 7  1 0 . 7  5 . 9
r .7  2 .3  3 .5

1639 1095 1097
57.8  69 .4  16 .1

2 .39  0 .84
25.2  23 .6  21 .8
73.4 a2.2 53.3

2 . O  7 . 2  < 1 . 2
<0.4  <0 .5  <0 .4
1077 685 392

154 tO2 65
242 t  19 .8  84 .6

4 8 2
0.759 \ .75  0 .66

1.51  2 .66  0 .87
725 397 't24

21.8  114 42 .1
25.3 I 15 35
33.1 230 55

4 . 3  2 9  1 1
1 . 4 6  7 . 2 7  1 . 1 9
98.8 103.2 87.3
23.4 16.7 74.4

<4 <3 <3
27.1  13 .3  t2 .2
2 .47  2 .27  1 .23
2.47  5 .77  3 .37

201 202 242
164 30 {4
'242 136 477

54 150 104
0.7  0 .7  0 .3

<0.6  <0 .4  <0 .4
144 1438 1255
758 775 998
270 60 31 1
< 6  < 5  < 1 0
7.4  3 .9  2 .9

r29
60

1180
1530

38

241
7Q

166
94

0.9
<0.8

a72
381
240

< 1 3
4 . 4

43.0
44.3
I . D U

< 1
2166
54.6
o .42
30.6

130.5
<  1 . 8
<0.7

/ I O

294
43

0.90
1.58

77.7

<22
1 . 5 6
185

23.6
<4

2.06
6.00

Za
G a
As
B r
Rb
S r

75.2  99 .0
{ { .1  36 .7
2 .5 !  2 .5
0 . 6 1  < r
1870 1584
76.8 52.O

Y  1 . {
Zr 30.7 26.0
Nb 58.5  76 .1
M o  < 1 . 1  1 . 3
Ag <0,s  <0 .4
Sn 476 657
S b  ( p p b )  1 6 0  l 1 o
Cs 170 245
Ba 26
La 0 .64  0 .158
Ce 1 .35  0 .359
Sm (ppb) 65 24.o
Eu (ppb)  14 .5  4 .4
Tb (ppb)  <70 6 .3
Yb (ppb)  e6  22 . r
Lu  (ppb)  7 i  3 .8
H f  1 . 4 9  7 . 4 2
Ta 93 .3  115.6
w t7 .9  19 .6
Au (ppb)  <3  <{
Pb 9 .8  17 .1
Tb 1 .0 ;  1 .92
U 11.50  2 .23

747.4  15 .4  10 .1 .3  100.5
32.6 32.6 72.9 38.0

5 . 7  r . 9 2  1 . 1 3  5 . 2
1 .0  <0 .9  <0 .6  1 .9

1186 7232 1951 1954
151.1  28 .9  538 429

0.88 0.30 2.37
27.O 32.5 26.6 31.6
43.2 97.4 66.-1 70.8

<  1 . 3  < 7 . 7  < 1 . 3  1 . 8
<0.3  <0 .4  <0 .3  0 .31
343 581 577 737

5 1  1 5 9  1 3  1 4 8
111.7  707.2  177 246

367 6 l8 680
0.726 1.09 0.32 2.36
0.322 1 .53  0 .61  4 .21

79.6 35 32 402
14.4  16 .8  6 .9  108
L4.2  11  106
i4 .4  l J  164
L 2 . 7  1 9  A  2 2
1.06  1 .93  0 .36  1 .65
88.3 161 79.2 136
17.7 8.2 '22.3 18.2

< 3  < 4  < 3  < 5
15.3 16.8 70.2 8.6
1.60 2.O3 0.86 1,.24
5 . 4 1  9 . 1 5  5 . 0 3  1 1 . 5

IVIajor elements in %. trace elements in ppm unles spec.ified. Blatl<: not malyzed
Digits in sarple designation refer to outqop nmbere (Fig. 2 to 3).

have more or less constant values, except Sr, As, and
Ba, which display an erratic behavior. The presence of
Eoyazite as a low-temperature alteration mineral
may explain the mobility of Sr. However, it must be
emphasized that the enclosing leucogranites are
Sr-poor and thus unlikely sources of Sr, and that Sr
isotope geochemistry has shown that high Sr contents
in the Beauvoir granite are an intrinsic property of the
melts (Raimbault et al. 1995)'.

In general, the least-evolved samples are located in
the central part of the Main group, whereas the most
evolved ones are located at the southwestern edge
(Figs. 2, 3). However, some localities in the central part
of the pegmatite group exhibit very evolved character-
istics as well (#132), arguing again for the multiple
intrusion model derived from field studies. The
Larmont $oup, pafi of the same alignment as the Main
group, seems to be a less evolved member of the
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Chddeville pegmatites, as shown by similar whole-rock
MlTa values. The northeastern group has very different
chemical (as well as petrographic) characteristics
and must be assigned to another family of granitic
pegmatites.

Metasomatic processes

In lepidolite units resulting from metasomatic
processes, the ratios ZrlHf, Nbfta and Fe/IVIn have
different values than in the aplite units from which they
were derived (Fig. 1 3, Table 7). Zirconium and hafnium
are well correlated in aplite samples with a constant
ZrlHf (Fig. 13a), in contrast with the Beauvoir granite,
in which important mobility of Hf has been observed
and interpreted as resulting from hydrothermal transfer
induced by melt degassing as bubbles rise in the
crystallizing magma (Raimbault et al. 1995, Candela
1991). The absence of this phenomenon at Chddeville
shows a contraio that the chemical composition of
aplite units is representative of the chemistry of melts.
The only exception is sample #1 l8b, in which replace-
ment of lepidolite by K-feldspar resulted in a leaching
of the corresponding elements Li, Fe, Mn, Zn, and W.
This justifies a posteriori tle choice of aplite samples
as proxies for rare-metal melts and emphasizes the
interest of Chddeville pegmatites, in which magmatic
and hydrothermal stages are better separated than in
larger rare-metal-enriched granites, where the latter
stages are superimposed onto the former ones.

The geochemlcal data for two massive lepidolite
units and two lepidolite layers are compared to the
composition of associated aplite units in Figure 14. The
lepidolite layers are located a few cm away from the
roof of the vein ("top" layer) and at the contact between
massive aplite and banded aplite units ("middle" layer),
respectively. 1h" sil'ishment or depletion pafterns of
lepidolite units with respect to aplite bodies differ in
the two types of lepidolite bodies, and depending on the
group of elements considered. A common behavior in
all types of lepidolite bodies is observed for the
group Ga-Rb-Cs, likely because of the presence of
these elements in lepidolite. In contrast, the group
of +4 cations Ti-Zr-Hf-Th distinguishes the middle
lepidolite layer from all other bodies oflepidolite, the
group Sc-Zn-Pb distinguishes layers of lepidolite from
massive lepidolite units, and the group of ore elements
Sn-M-Ta-W-U also distinguishes the middle
lepidolite layer from other units of lepidolite, but
subdivides the latter subgroup by contrasting the

Flc. 13. Chemical evolution in aplite units of Chbdeville
pegmatites. (a)Hf. versus Zr; (b) M varszs Ta; (c) M/Ta
versus FelMn. In (a) and (b), solid lines indicate the
evolutionary trends in Main-group aplites, and dashed
lines refer to constant ZrMf and M/Ta values. Grey
squares in (c) join pairs of samples from the same locality.
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TABLE 7. WHOLE-ROCK COMPOSMON OF LEPIDOLM I-INTTS,
MAIN PEGMATITE GROUP, AND OF APLITE UNTTS,

NORTHEASTERN AND LARMONT GROUPS,
CTIEDEVILLE FIELD. MASSIF CENTRAL

main group NE group Larmont
mrusive lepidolite lepidolite layer aplite units
lch84c lch171 lch175b 1ch159b 1ch32 lchl?8
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sio2
AlzOs
FezOr
MnO
CaO
NazO
KzO
Pzos
LoI
total

68 .28
17.40
0 .06
0 .23
0 . 1 5
u . o  I

5 . 9 0

0 .13
3.26

95.98

0.06
0 .16
0 .  r 3
U . I D

0 .42
0 .04
0.28
6.2E
1 .20
o.32
1 .35

0 .61
0.06
0 .29

1 .60
0.36
7.46

69.28  64 .1E 66.3E
18.12  18 .79  77 .29

?1 .97  68 .13
14.98 77.46

0.02 0.06
0 .05  0 . r 5

2.02 0.93
0 .  i 3 0 .16

4 .51 6 .10

3 . 1 1 4 . 1 8

0.85 0.26 0.33

98.09 94.81 94.39 96.84  97 .29
8093

6 .9
1 7

388
130
<30

8 .7
4 1 . 0

< 1 . 7
3431
30.3

32.6
88 .4
<3 .4
<0 .7
41,4
65

661

0.247
0 .?3

54
13.4
9 .8

26 .9
4 . 0

2 .67
214

2 r .0
<E
7 .0

2 . 1 9
14.9

96
l i o

<2
1 1 6 1
424
112
<7

20.4

2 .4
<0 .9
4897
4 1 . 3

E5 .0
79 .0

< 2
0.86
692
152

I  126

5235
401
100
90

<  1 . 3
1228
441
478

< 1 0
6 .9

20.9
50 .0
0 .86

1 . 7
3744

1 . 7 1
36.4
7 1 . 1
<3 .3
<0 .6
200

J A

4E7
45

E7E
276

528
239
1 . 2

1 . 1 7
316

2940
493
<2
2 .6

81 .9
29.2
0 .51
1 .43

J O  I

1 . 9 2
39 .6

<  0 .3
0 .09

26 .8
1 i

4.40
7.54
909
143
108
1 6 9
26

1 . A v

25.6

< 2

5.35
4 . 4 0

D l l

83 .1
154
3 1 8
94
0.6

<0 .3
472

4230
247
< 3
l . o

93.2
31 .9
1 .03

1 0

441
28.9
0.86
z J , o

42.0
<  0 .9
0 . 1 3
11,7
60

77.1
l 4

1 .46
1 .74
200
44.7

20
128

O.EE
52.0
L2 . r
<2

18 .3
7 .29
t .E2

Be 244
Mg 186
Sc (ppb)  46
Ti 52
v 3.4
Cr <0.9
Mn 7740
Fe 432
Co (ppb) 134
N i  < t4
Cu 8.5
Zn 44.0
Ga 47.5
As 1.88
Br  <1 .2
Rb 3209
Sr 13.4
Y 2.72
Zr 37.8
Nb 98.2
Mo <2.2
Ag 0.75
Sn 389
Sb (ppb) <90
Cs 306
B a 7
La 0.72
Ce  1 .39
Sm (ppb)
Eu (ppb) <e
Tb (ppb)
Yb (ppb)
Ln (ppb) <20
Hf 2.87
Ta 234
w  23 .9
Au (ppb) <5
Pb  <3
TL  2 . r 7
u  13 .0

5 . 6 8
4 4 .  I

< 6
<3

6 .15
8.75

2.28
1E4

25.9
<E
8 .9

l . D t

20.8

Nlajor elements in %. trace elements in ppm unles. specified
Blank: not analyzed.
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Ftc. 14. Ratios of selected trace-element contens in lepidolite
bodies to contents in adjacent aplite bodies considered as
representative of starting material. Triangles, massive
lepidolite body lch84c/aplite lch84a; squares, massive
Iepidolite body lch171/aplire lch175a; stars, layer berween
two aplite bodies lchl75b/aplite 1chl75a; circles, layer at
the roof of the pegmarite lch159b/aplite lch159a.

top lepidolite layer with the massive lepidolite units
(Fig. 14). The trace-element contents of lepidolite
units therefore suggest different physical or chemical
conditions occurring during the metasomatic processes.
A precise assignment of such parameters, e.g., the role
of initial composition, or whether the body results from
the interaction of fluids with a completely crystallized
rock or with a still partly liquid portion of the
pegmatite, is beyond the scope of this study.

Ore elements are most commonly enriched, and the
metasomatic lepidolite units are the richest ores of
Ta and Li, whereas Fe, Sc, Zn are leached during the
metasomatic changes leading to the formation of
lepidolite units. The most noteworthy feature, however,
is the pronounced mobility of elements Ti, Zr, Hf,
and Th in sodic, F-rich fluids; these elements are
considered immobile in granitic rocks. The mobility of
+4 cations in F-rich fluids has also been documented at
Echassibres by Raimbault et al. (1995) and at Suzhou
by Charoy & Raimbault (1994).

The Chddeville pegmatites as products of
a rare-metal-enriched melt

The major-element composition of Chddevilte
pegmatites must be discussed in the system Si-P-AI-
Na-K-Li-O-F. The presence of elements R Li, P,
or a subset of themo has long been noticed in rare-
metal-bearing granites. Experimental work (Manning
1981, Martin 1983, London et al.1993) provides rhe
theoretical framework for an explanation of the unusual
characteristics of the melts. iow silica and high Al
contents, and predominance of Na over K, result from

Beauvolr granlte

Frc. 15. Trace-element contents in a "composite" aplite unit
of Chbdeville pegmatites as compared to B1, the most
evolved facies in the Beauvoir rare-metal-enriched
granite; Rb and Li are plotted along the line just above thp
diagram. Squares, chalcophile elements; circles, high-field-
strength and rare-earth elements; stars, ore elements;
triangles, iron-group transition elements; inverted triangles,
alkalies and alkaline-eanh elements. All data in ppm;
Chbdeville data, mean composition deduced from Table 6,
Beauvoir data after Raimbault et al. (7995).

the high abundance of fluxing agents R R and Lr,
which contribute to depolymerize the melt, to lower
solidus temperatures, and to replace t}te eutectic of t}re
Qz-Ab-Or system with cotectic lines in the complex
system.

The Beauvoir granite is a typical Li-F-P-bearing
rare-metal granite that has been studied in detail. The
granite is geochemically well defined owing to a large
number of analyses @aimbault et al. 1995), and it can
be used as a reference material for the comparative
study of rare-metal granites. Mean trace-element
contents in Chddeville pegmatites are plotted in Figure
l5 against contents in B1, the most evolved facies of
the Beauvoir granite. The distance to the frst bissectrix
of the axes is related to the difference befween the two
occurrences: the distance remains within ratios less
than 5 and rarely larger than 3, despite the unusual
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Ftc. 16. Phosphorus - silica - REE plot for peraluminous
rare-metal-enriched or topaz-bearing melts [data from
Raimbault et al. (1995) and references thereinl. Stars,
Chbdeville pegmatites, Main group, samples devoid of
major metasomatic alteration; circles, very-high-P granites
of the Beauvoir B series; squares, other very high-P
granites and rhyolite (Beauvoir B' series, Montebras,
Argemella, and fuchemont); triangles, high- to moderate-P
granites (Yichun, Les Chdtelliers, Homolka, and East
Kemptville); inverted triangles, low-P granites (Cinovec,
Shizhuyuan, Ahelehedj, Chavance, Orlovka, and Ary-Bulak).
Insets, REE chondrite-normalized patterns for Chbdeville
pegmatites, and for (a) very high-P melts, (b) high- to
moderate-P melts (dashed line is Yichun), (c) low-P melts.
The vertical axis of REE plots has the same range in all
insets.

composition of the Beauvoir granite. Elements that
have nearly identical values include Felo-Zn,Ti-Zx-
Nb-Ta, Sr, and the light REE, whereas Be, Mn, Th, Sc
and the heavy REE are distinctly more concentrated
in the Chbdeville pegmatites, and Sn, Cs, U, the
chalcophile elements, and Hf are enriched in Beauvoir
granite. Similar degrees of evolution in the two occur-
rences account for elements that have nearly equal
values, although slight differences, such as inZrlIIf,
point to slightly less evolved characteristics in
Chddeville. Other differences may be related to slight
differences either during evolution or due to initial
conditions; it is worth noting that the Yichun rare-
metal-endched granite, in China, shares its enrichment
and depletion patterns with the Chbdeville pegmatites,
more so than with the Beauvoir granite (Raimbault, in
prep.).

Comparative geochemistry of rare-metal granites
has led Raimbault et al. (1991) and Taylor (1992) ro
define high-P and low-P series, the differences being
well illustrated in Figure 16. As compared with the flat,
sea-gullJike REE patterns of low-P series, REE patterns
ofhigh-P series are characterized by low to very low
REE contents. variable fractionation. and moderate Eu

anomalies. These low values are the result of the low
solubiliry of monazite in peraluminous melts (Rapp &
Watson 1986) and increased activity of phosphorus.
Phosphorus contents in the Chddeville pegmatites are
lower than in the most P-rich granites, and are compa-
rable to P contents in the Yichun granite (Yin et al.
1995). In addition, trace-element patterns at Chbdeville
and nchun are similar and differ slightly from those in
the Beauvoir granite. This finding suggests a major
influence of phosphorus on the behavior of some trace
elements, leading to a gradation of geochemical
properties from intermediate-P to very high-P suites
within the high-P series of rare-metal-enriched
granites. However, in detail the REE patterns of the
Chddeville pegmatites are more comparable to those of
very high-P granites than to those for the Yichun
granite (unpubl. data). Although the link is not clear at
present, it is tempting to correlate this phenomenon
with the differences in alumina saturation AU(Na + K),
which is lower in the latter (about 1.4 in Yichun
granite) than in the former group (about 1.5 in Beauvoir
granite and 1.67 + 0.17 in the Chbdeville pegmatites).

Undoubtedly, the Chbdeville pegmatites belong to
the high-P type of rare-metal-enriched granites, but
subtle differences exist within the family of
peraluminous rare-metal-enriched granites, owing to
the progressive involvement of elements affecting the
structure of melts: Li-F enrichment is common to all
occurrences, P contents separate high-P and low-P series,
and excess alumina further subdivides the series. The
range of geochemical variation observed in Chbdeville
pegmatites is too narrow to allow for a detailed discus-
sion of genetic models. However, parameters like
low ZrlHf value, and comparison with very similar
well-constrained occurrences (e.9., Yin et al. 1995,
dernf & Lenton 1995, Raimbault et al. 1995) strongly
argue for a fractional-crystallization-like model.

CoNcI-usIoNs

Mineralogy of the Chddeville pegmatites and
patterns of columbite - tantalite evolution point out an
affiliation to the rare-element-enriched class, complex
type, lepidolite subtype of granitic pegmatite in the
classification of eernli (1989), with unusually high
phosphate contents.

Whole-rock geochemistry of aplitic units show an
extreme enrichment in Li-Rbts-Ta-Sn, in agreement
with the LCT family of Cernf (1992).In classifications
of rare-metal-bearing peraluminous granites (Raimbault
et al.1991,Taylor 1992), the Chddeville pegmatites
belong to the high-P type, and detailed comparison
with other granites of this type indicates complex
geochemical gradations in melts in correlation with
variations of phosphorus contents and aluminum
saturation.

The preferred model for emplacement of
pegmatites, as deduced from field, mineralogical, and
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geochemical studies, involves multiple intrusions of
successive melts, probably derived by fractional
crystallization from a hidden source, in a swarm of
small vein-like spaces created by pull-apart tectonics in
a shallow environment. A magmatic origin for the
rare-metal enrichment is indicated by aplite units, well
separated from metasomatic lepidolite units, which
account for cc. 5Vo of thepegmatite bodies. Mobility of
Th, Zr, Hf in unmixed hydrothermal fluids is related
to high Na-F contents in the melt.
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